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Now that we have signed a contract with one of the best hunting outfitters in Romania we are happy to now

be able to offer hunts for European Brown Bear with an outstanding rate of success.

Challenging hunt Requires moderate level of fitness Accommodation in a lodge Spot-and-Stalk Hunt
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HIGHLIGHTS

Very high rate of success
Hunting typically a "Waiting Game" - but hunting
during the autumn can often include stalking
Experienced hunting guides
Possibility of also shooting large wild boar and
wolf (winter hunts)

Overview

Hunting is typically a “waiting game”. You sit with your
guide in a comfortable high seat and wait for the bears to
come and forage in the feeding area in front of you. But
autumn hunts can also involve stalking for bears, as they
forage over large areas looking for blackberries. You guide
will decide which type of hunt offers the best chance of
success on the day.

Often our bear hunters will see a number of bears during
the hunt, and it is often the case that you simply wait for
the “right” bear, which fulfils all the wishes you have given
your hunting guide. Our partners have had a very
impressive 100% success rate over the last 5 years.

The hunting district is a 2-3 hour drive from Sibiu. During
the hunt it will also be possible to shoot wild boar/keilers
and wolves (winter hunts).

Every year bears of around 4 - 500+ CIC points (skins) are
shot, and remember gold medal bears start at 300 CIC
points.

Hunting season: 15.03-15.05, 01.09-31.12

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?

ERIK PEDERSEN BRINKMANN

E-mail: epb@limpopo.dk
Telephone: (+45) 63 21 43 17

JOAKIM PEDERSEN

E-mail: jop@diana.dk
Telephone: (+45) 63 21 10 26
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

TransylvaniaTransylvania

One of our priorities is to provide accommodation for our hunters
in single rooms, unless otherwise requested, and typically we can
arrange just that. Typically our hunters will stay in a small, cosy
pension or in a hunting lodge. Both types of accommodation will
be equipped with all necessary facilities and will be situated in, or
close to the hunting district itself, to ensure the best possible
service for our hunters. On some of the districts in this region it is
possible to upgrade your standard of accommodation,  to stay in a
room in a palatial manor house - on payment of a supplement. 

Full board is included in the price of all our tours to Romania.
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PARTNERPARTNER

Partner in RomaniaPartner in Romania

Our partners in Romania are amongst the very best - as one of
our customers you will always only hunt on districts that have
been thoroughly tested and experience hunt organisation of the
highest quality. Our partners have over 15 years experience of
arranging hunting in Romania, and an important part of a hunt
here is the chance to experience the proud hunting traditions of
Romania.

Our partner is our guarantee for professionally managed hunting
districts with good hunting returns, and a quick response time if
any problems do arise and help is needed. Hunt & Travel
Transylvania ensure the high quality of all our tours in Romania.
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

TransylvaniaTransylvania

Fallow stag:
All of our districts is at a minimum of 7.500 Ha in size, and they
are primarily placed in lower farming terrain. On the farming
terrain there are crops such as corn, sunflowers and wheat
nontheless the large meadows, where the fallow stags enjoys to
fourage. The districts are often slightly hilly with forestlands and
hedgerows which makes the perfect habitat for the fallow stags to
live. 

Buck:
Our districts is mainly situaded in the central part of Romania, but
we also have acces to areas - within a driving range of a few
hours from Bucharest. All of our districts are a minimum of 7.500
Ha in size, and they are primarily placed in lower farming terrain.
On the farming terrain there are crops such as corn, sunflowers
and wheat nontheless the large meadows, where the fallow stags
enjoys to fourage. The districts are often slightly hilly with
forestlands and hedgerows which makes the perfect habitat for
the fallow stags to live. Those exact same districts makes a
spectacular scenario for the hunter to stalk! Against a miner
payment (made locally), horse-carriage thoughout the hunt can be

arranged. 

Red stag, bear and driven hunt:
Our partner in Transylvania, has a number of different districts,
to choose from. He is constantly in touch with the local "game-
keepers" and that is why our hunters, bag such great trophies.

Chamois:
On the days of hunting, it is custum to get up early, so that you
are ready by dawn, with your binoculars at a "hot-spot". At the
"hot-spot" areas, you are provided with a great view.
Afterwards you have spotted a chamoi worth shooting, the hunt
will start again. The most utilized way to hunt, is to stalk along
the mountain side - or downwards. In a few parts of the districts
it is possible to stay overnight in a primitive sheperds hut. In
that way, you can save a lot of time ascending and descending
every day of the hunt.
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

The price includes The price does not include

Reception in Sibiu Airport on arrival

Return ransfers between hunting district and the airport

All transport during the hunt

5 days accommodation including full board and non-

alcoholic drinks

4 days hunting with a professional hunting guide

Weapon license

Measurement of trophy using CIC methods

Field preparation of the trophy

Return flights to Sibiu

Trophy fees

Export paperwork (CITIES & EU vet.) €100-

Packing and transport of the trophy home

Alcoholic drinks, gratuities and everything else not

listed under “the price includes”

Public liability insurance EUR 9,00,- per person
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Trophy Price List

Bears - Trophy Fees  

CIC POINTS EUR

Up to 350 6000-

351 - 400 8400-

Over 401 8400- + 60 per point

Wounding- bear not found EUR 1500-

Missed shot EUR 300-
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GAMEGAME
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Brown Bear (Europe)
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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